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Scholarly Publishing  
• 400 years, some paper, a 

printing press, a few trucks, 
and academic libraries 

• avarice, greed, and 
unsustainable pricing 

• the “Scholarly 
Communication” movement 

• digital meets Google 
• transparency as a social 

good and desired outcome 
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Dwayne



Copyright and Licensing  
• exclusive rights, work-

made-for-hire, and 
“intellectual property” 

• rights holders and 
assignees 

• contracts and publication 
agreements 

• fair use in a digital age 
• the rise of a new, old model 

of open access as a public 
good 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dwayne



Open Access 
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Presentation Notes
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Institutional Repositories (IRs) 
Support the university’s mission to create and 

disseminate knowledge by managing the 
electronic capture, metadata, retrieval, and 
preservation of its research outputs 
Student work (ETDs) 
Faculty research 

Policy creation and promotion are more 
labor-intensive – and costly – than 
technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The unappealing expression “institutional repository” represents academic libraries’ efforts to [see above]Like our peers, we’ve also branded ours with a cutesy name. [click]IRs benefit authors (and their institutions) by increasing visibility – and citations – through free, open access, made possible by technology, and they benefit researchers by being freely accessible and having the imprimatur of an institution for quality assurance, removing questions of provenance and substance.However, they require a lot of planning, care and feeding. The end users likely have no idea of the set of decisions that have to be made and implemented in order to make that scholarship discoverable on the Internet (often by bypassing our carefully branded/configured site and going straight to the item they’re interested in via a Google search).It’s not a case of “if you build it, they will come,” at least in terms of the content providers, and the technology piece is the most straightforward.



Collaborative – and iterative – effort 
 Administrative buy-in 
 Technology  

 Burns, C. Sean, Amy Lana, John Budd, “Institutional Repositories: Exploration of Costs and 
Value.” D-Lib Magazine 19, no. 1-2 (Jan.-Feb. 2013). Available online at 
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january13/burns/01burns.html. 

Metadata 
 Intellectual property 
 Preservation 
Marketing/promotion 
 Support 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither was ThinkIR. I like this graphic because it represents lots of meetings and cyclical processes.One of my first assignments when I started my position at UofL nearly 10 years ago was to chair an IR planning committee. Dwayne was on that committee as well. We did a ton of research – even back in 2006 this was not a brand-new concept – wrote a report with recommendations, and waited. Fortunately or unfortunately, our extremely thorough research produced reality-based expectations on the costs and time implementing an IR would require, and budgets weren’t conducive to either the personnel and hardware purchases an open source solution would require, or the annual rates a turnkey solution would require, so we did nothing (actually, we continued to slowly build our electronic thesis and dissertation program, which Sarah will tell you more about, but we did not really have an IR). I’ve since served on five other committees relating to this topic, often with representatives with expertise in the realms listed here, and just about exactly 8 years after our delivering that initial report, ThinkIR went live in February 2015 with nearly 2,000 ETDs. Administrative buy-in (from the library dean and the Provost) were key to making the commitment to move forward. We went with proprietary software, bepress’ Digital Commons: a 2013 D-Lib article confirmed that costs between open source and license ended up being equivalent, and having a ready-made framework and support seemed to make more sense for us (however, we did ensure that we have the ability and the right to export content if and when we revisit that decision).The software is really just the foundation. Building and maintaining an IR continues to require representation from each of these realms of expertise.Associate Dean/Library Director/Dean to approve/request higher-level approval for purchases/policiesTechnology personnel to handle:Authentication (incorporating secure sign-in into the IR to deposit digital files)Programming/designing (even bepress requires configuration using some HTML)Metadata Specialists to handle:Customizing metadata fieldsCataloging and/or enhancing the metadata for the digital files, working closely with content creators or subject experts to create complete descriptive metadataLawyer to handle writing of nonexclusive license agreement, and education about authors’ rightsArchivists to handle preservationA liaison librarian serves on the committee to assist with content recruitment strategizingWe realized we needed someone more dedicated to that, as well as someone to handle: Content submissionTraining We successfully advocated for a new position, Open Access and Repository Coordinator – ably filled by Sarah Frankel – to handle ongoing support, outreach, and maintenance.

http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january13/burns/01burns.html


Site configuration – Layout 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We did have some decisions to make about the site design, even though it’s turnkey software.One decision was how to organize the contents. We went with Department, with subcategories for student and faculty work. This means a lot of query configurations on our end to make the materials display in the appropriate series, but has advantages for statistics gathering and promotion. Also, the readership map is an optional bepress configuration, but not for us – we use it whenever we can! (Sadly, it’s not yet appearing on our University Libraries Faculty Scholarship series, due to low activity.)



Site configuration - Metadata 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata has been somewhat customized to accommodate the Libraries’ standards as well as the needs of the Graduate School. Some of the fields (those in Red) are mandatory and must be filled in by the person doing the initial submission, be that a student, graduate school administrator, faculty member, or librarian; the rest can be completed (and all are reviewed) by a librarian.



Collection policy 
Set a policy on what can be deposited into 

the IR: 
Presentations, working papers, and technical 

reports are generally safe 
Conference proceedings require permission of 

publishers 
Self-archiving of preprints and postprints in 

accordance with publishers’ contracts 
Determine whether, and when, access to 

digital files deposited in the IR can or should 
be limited, embargoed, or withdrawn. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The collection policy is in some ways dictated by IR software capabilities and on publishers’ contracts. Sarah is becoming very familiar with SHERPA/RoMEO!We also decided to keep the emphasis on the scholarly outputs – so no finding aids, newsletters, etc.The ability to set embargoes was one of the features of Digital Commons we really liked. However, we leave it up to the Graduate School to approve them.



Faculty profile pages 

Content recruitment strategy 
 Foster, Nancy Fried and Susan Gibbons. "Understanding faculty to 

improve content recruitment for Institutional Repositories." D-Lib 
Magazine 11, no. 1 (January 2005). Available online at 
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january05/foster/01foster.html. 

 “Referatory” vs. repository 
 Peters, Thomas A. “Digital Repositories: Individual, Discipline-based, 

Institutional, Consortial, or National? The Journal of Academic 
Librarianship 28, no. 6 (November 2002): 414-417. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy Fried Foster and Susan Gibbons’ 2005 ethnographic study showed that appealing to faculty self-interest can be a successful content recruiting strategy. We recently licensed bepress’ SelectedWorks module to assist faculty members with creating a profile branded with the institution and adhering to copyright laws. At times this means our SelectedWorks is what a 2002 article by Peters called a “referatory” rather than repository, because it neither captures nor preserves the digital files, and it does not provide access to external audiences (since many of the publications will be licensed for UofL only). However, this may generate faculty and administration interest in participating in the IR.

http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january05/foster/01foster.html


Non-exclusive license 
Ensure non-exclusive distribution and 

preservation rights 
Take into account risk of copyright 

infringement (e.g. of third-party content) 
Protect against liability for provision of 

inaccurate information, defamation, or 
accidental/premature disclosure of 
confidential information and findings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dwayne drafted distinct licenses for student and faculty content. They are both available on ThinkIR.



Workflows 

The Evolution of ETDs 
 Rachel I. Howard, Tyler Goldberg, (2011) "Facilitating greater 

access to ETDs through CONTENTdm", OCLC Systems & 
Services: International digital library perspectives, Vol. 27 Iss: 2, 
pp.113 – 123. 

Faculty Scholarship 
ThinkIR  SelectedWorks 
“Library-curated faculty profiles” 
Service model 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah FrankelETDs: Our Institutional Repository essentially started with ETDs, so I would now like to give you just a brief history of the evolution of ETDs at the University of Louisville; but for a more thorough explanation of the “early days” and the great effort it took to get them moved from a homegrown website to CONTENTdm (pre-ThinkIR), I recommend Rachel and Tyler’s article from a few years ago that I have listed here.The ETD pilot project began in 2002 in Technical Services department, involving a combination of faculty and staff work. Graduate students were recruited via U.S. Mail and participation was fairly low.In 2004, I was hired as a library assistant in Technical Services and I scanned paper theses and dissertations and added the PDF files to the Libraries’ homegrown ETD website which went live earlier that year. I also cataloged both the electronic and bound versions of these titles with assistance from the Technical Services librarians. A copy of each title was also sent to Proquest (as required by the graduate school) to be scanned and added to their database as well (for a fee).The graduate school allowed for ETDs to be submitted for graduation but paper was still very much the norm.The Digital Initatives Librarian (Rachel) arrived in 2006 and in 2009, ETDs moved from the homegrown website to CONTENTdm but continued to reside with Technical Services with support and collaboration from other departments within the Libraries (Archives, Administration, etc.) and the Graduate School.In 2013, the Scholarly Communication and Data Management Group began researching various IR software systems and make their recommendation to the Dean of Libraries to purchase new software to house ETDs, faculty publications and more (what would become the IR). As Rachel stated earlier, Bepress’s Digital Commons was recommended and purchased.In February 2015, ETDs migrated from CONTENTdm to Digital Commons and thus, the IR at UofL (ThinkIR) began! The Graduate School at UofL now requires ETDs to be self-submitted by students and participation is required for graduation! Quite the change! The graduate school also stopped requiring students to submit their ETDs to ProQuest. These changes greatly reduced the work of Technical Services staff in scanning, processing and cataloging.When I started my new position earlier this year, the head of Technical Services officially handed the ETD project over to me. So now I continue to handle the posting of all ETDs to ThinkIR, after the approval of the graduate school and careful review by us, three times a year. I am also working with the head of Technical Services to make some decisions about the future of cataloging ETDs, possibly using the WorldCat Digital Collection Gateway, as both of our departments do not have the staff needed to devote the time to making from-scratch MARC records and statistics have shown that the majority of readers are finding the IR via Google and not our catalog. But we still feel that having these records is important.Faculty Scholarship: So, in addition to improving our ETD workflow, another purpose of ThinkIR is to showcase faculty scholarship, which, unlike ETDs, was a whole new workflow for us to learn.When I started this new position, the new version of SelectedWorks had just been released and so I had to learn how the software operated, train others on how to use it and promote it to our faculty. We held some training sessions for library faculty members and they began adding their publications to ThinkIR and created SelectedWorks profiles. We started with Libraries faculty, so that they could get to know the system and be able to share how it works with other faculty members that they encounter.Outreach and promotion of the IR to the faculty began during the Spring semester and included more training sessions as well as presentations (given by Dwayne) about fair use and publication agreements.The service model:Our mediated system for dissemination of faculty scholarship is being promoted as a “service” that the Libraries provide. Faculty members are busy and generally don’t have time to post their own work or read through their publication agreements, so I offer to do it for them. All they have to do is agree to participate and send me their C.V., a photo and short bio, and their SelectedWorks profile can be created and research can begin on their publications. Then, the versions that can be uploaded (lawfully) are first posted in ThinkIR and then imported to the faculty member’s SelectedWorks page.One of the cool features in SelectedWorks is called the “Author Dashboard” which a faculty member can view to see who is reading and downloading their publications from all over the world, similar to how we have maps in ThinkIR that can show the impact of a particular department or collection. This is one of our biggest promotional tools! Speaking of…



Promotion and Outreach 
Current: 
Graduate School 
Word of Mouth/Presentations on campus 
Faculty Advisory Board 
“Grassroots”/News items 

Future: 
Department Chairs 
Liaison Librarians 
Orientation/Tabling 
Open Access Week presentation (October)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Promotion and Outreach:Current promotion and outreach efforts include:Graduate School : This is where ETDs come from and the success of this collection now speaks for itself; information is available on the ThinkIR website for past graduates whose work is not already included and ThinkIR has appeared in some newsletters with a call for alumni participation.Word of mouth is also happening: Before we even launched the faculty portion of ThinkIR, we were contacted by a professor in Political Science who wanted to set up a profile to showcase her scholarly works and other achievements as she found the limitations of her departmental webpage insufficient and unsustainable. (She had heard about ThinkIR and our plans to use SelectedWorks) – so she became our first faculty “adopter.” We also connected with a faculty member in the Communication department at a presentation Dwayne gave about publication agreements back in April. The Libraries Faculty Advisory Board met in March and we have been following up with the members of that group to create their SelectedWorks profiles; we had two “early adopters” who agreed to participate prior to the meeting in order for us to give a demonstration to the other board members.“Grassroots” outreach efforts include sending out flyers to current faculty participants for their departments, boasting their download counts and visibility on the “map” while sharing information on ThinkIR and how to get involved and also my contact information. Also keeping up with news about the University through emails, social media sites, etc. have given us talking points for why we think an individual faculty member should have their	scholarship showcased in ThinkIR/SelectedWorks (i.e. they won an award).Recently, efforts were made to get an influential member of the University’s administration on board and I am happy to report that we are now working with the Provost to create his SelectedWorks page!And now for the Future…We will be sending Letters to department chairs at the University in hopes that they can influence others in their department to participate.Liaison Librarians : We have trained the Research and Instruction librarians who serve as our liaisons to teaching faculty and can help promote ThinkIR to them, including through department meetings before the start of the Fall semester.We will be tabling on campus with promotional materials for ThinkIR.We are working to get a place on the orientation agenda for new faculty coming in.Lastly, Dwayne will be giving a presentation in October for Open Access Week and we hope to continue to use these talks as an avenue for attracting faculty to the IR and the open access movement in general.



Support 

Mediated Deposit of Faculty Works 
Metadata enhancement of ETDs 
Training 
Communication 
Research 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What type of support does success for the IR require?Mediated deposit of faculty works (just to re-iterate the process):We start by contacting faculty members and offering the service to themWe then Receive their CVs and other materials required to create SelectedWorks pageBegin Researching author’s rights in Sherpa-ROMEO or the publication agreement or by contacting the publisher directly (sometimes required for smaller publishers without a developed IR/self-archiving policy).Uploading of works in ThinkIR and then importing these to SelectedWorks; or linking out to the published version in a journal.Add the Finishing touches and send the SelectedWorks URL to the faculty member, as well as their page appearing in the SelectedWorks gallery linked on the ThinkIR website.Metadata enhancement of ETDs:Proofreading and enhancement of fields, such as disciplines, which help make them more searchable and opened to a wider audience.DOI creation (for ETDs only) provides permanent URLs, should we ever relocate the ETDs again.Contacting our bepress rep whenever an adjustment needs to be made to our template (for both faculty and ETDs).Training/Communication:Communicating with ETD administrators, keeping them up to date on instructions and answering any questions/issues that arise at the time ETDs are uploaded each semester.The Scholarly Communication and Data Management group meets monthly to discuss tasks, goals and to keep all informed on progress being made with ThinkIR.Keeping in touch with current faculty participants and making sure their CVs and lists of publications are up to date.Answering any questions we get about ThinkIR or SelectedWorks and directing them when appropriate.Research:Researching best practices.Developing policies when necessary.



Questions? 

http://ir.library.louisville.edu/ 
 thinkir@louisville.edu 
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